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Preface
In February 2014 the Centre International de Rencontres Mathématiques in Luminy hosted a thematic month in Arithmétique, of which two weeks were devoted to a winter school and workshop, focused on "Frobenius distributions on curves", organized by Christophe Ritzenthaler and the editors of this volume. This thematic month was a part of a special semester at the CIRM organised by the editors in association with the Jean Morlet Chair held by the second editor.
The program for "Frobenius distributions on curves" concerned aspects-theoretical and computational, proven and conjectural-of the distributions of Frobenius elements with respect to the Haar measure on a compact Lie group. The main motivating problems for these weeks were the higher-dimensional analogs of the Sato-Tate and Lang-Trotter conjectures. The primary focus was on distributions associated to curves over number fields or in families, but also, more generally, concerned analogs for more general abelian varieties and motives.
Recent work of Fité, Kedlaya, Sutherland and their coauthors, as well as the Lectures on N X (p) of Serre, provided inspiration for these events, which brought together analytic and algebraic number theorists. The editors especially thank lecturers Chantal David, Francesc Fité, Nathan Jones, Peter Stevenhagen and Andrew Sutherland for their coordinated lectures at the winter school, covering analytic, arithmetic, geometric and computational aspects of the subject. In addition, the workshop included talks by Grzegorz Banaszak, Alina Bucur, Wouter Castryck, Alina Cojocaru, Reza Rezaelan Frashahi, Francesc Fité, Safia Haloui, Everett Howe, Kevin James, Christian Johansson, David Harvey, Kiran Kedlaya, Par Kulbert, Gilles Lachaud, Elisa Lorenzo García, Steven Miller, Amílcar Pacheco, James Parks, Christophe Ritzenthaler, Jean-Pierre Serre, Andrew Sutherland, Jan Tuitman, Felipe Voloch, Maosheng Xiong and David Zywina. These talks covered a broad spectrum of activities in the area, which are usually based on a delicate combination of algebraic and analytic methods. Developing algorithms for efficient numerical verification of existing conjectures and heuristics was an important aspects of many talks.
The present volume gives a representative sample of the research presented at the workshop as well as of the developments which arose from discussions and problems posed in the course of these two weeks. One remarkable exception is the historical letter of Serre, who played an active role in the workshop and who took the excellent initiative to retrieve this correspondence from his archive. This document, Lettreà Armand Borel, dates from 1966 and anticipated many of the developments in recent years. In particular it foresaw the interplay between the arithmetic Sato-Tate conjecture and the geometric Mumford-Tate group. The breadth of the remaining submissions show that the seeds sown a half century ago have yielded a vii viii PREFACE mature and active field of research which draws inspiration from both theory and computation and continues to motivate algorithmic research and explicit computational investigations of Frobenius distributions.
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